This a sample layout of our Website and the description of ad specifications.

- Learn to say 'no' to the good so you can say 'yes' to the best.
- The greatest day in your life and mine is when we take total responsibility for our attitudes. That's the day we truly grow up.

One of Africa’s biggest artist David Adeleke popularly known as Davido has proved that celebrities can make a lot of difference in the electoral process, governance and issues bothering on our democracy. He showed this with the support of Senator Ademola Adeleke, candidate of the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) who also is his uncle.

Many might say that he couldn’t have done otherwise but truth be told, the Assurance master has always been connected with the real issues of governance and politics.

In this post, we will be sharing tweets, images and posts on how Davido influenced the lead of Senator Ademola Adeleke in the Osun State gubernatorial election.
Other services we offer includes;

Web Design  #70,000 (for domain name, premium & hosting/yr)
Copyrighting/Content Creation  #50,000 (750-1200 words)

Note: The on-page ads on our website www.eurekaposts.com will be live for 5 weeks. Any reduction in pricing is possible for lesser time e.g. two weeks price will be calculated based on the 5 weeks standard rate and vice-versa for an extended time.

Why Advertise with Us?

Our statistics provided based on request.

You can reach us on; (+234)-802-109-1760 (WhatsApp and Call) | info@eurekaposts.com | @EurekaPosts for Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn Page and Facebook.